Abstract-The ATLAS experiment is planning a major upgrade of its tracking detectors during the Phase-II LHC shutdown, to better take advantage of the increased luminosity of the HL-LHC. The layout of the Pixel Tracker is undergoing an optimisation and will be finalised in 2017. The various layouts are presented. A description of the supporting structures, along with results from testing of prototypes are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ATLAS experiment [1] will be upgrading its tracking detectors during the Phase-II LHC shutdown period in order to maintain the physics performance in view of the increase of luminosity expected in the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) era. The upgraded tracker [2] will consist of silicon strip modules surrounding a pixel detector, and is likely to cover an extended eta range, possibly as far as |η| < 4.0. Several layout and supporting-structure options will be considered for the pixel detector, the final choice of which is expected to be made in 2017. The proposed supporting structures will be based on lightweight, highly thermally conductive carbon-based materials and cooled by evaporative carbon dioxide. This paper discusses the various layouts, and a description of the supporting structures are presented, along with results from testing of prototypes. 
II. LAYOUT & STAVE OPTIONS
The barrel region will be composed of rectangular modules mounted on long staves, arranged as five concentric cylinders as shown on figure 1. The modules are expected to be mounted parallel with the beampipe at least in the very central barrel region, with some modules possibly tilted The SLIM staves would be supporting individual cells, as shown on figure 4, on the surface of which modules would be placed. Optimisation of routing scenarios for sensor services has been an area of significant study. An optimal cable layout is essential for effective operation and ease of maintenance of the staves and these must be taken into account during feasibility studies.
Powering and data I/O connections are achieved either by stave flexes, cabling, or a combination of both as shown on figure 6. Using stave flexes allows for a significant reduction in the materials present within the tracker volume. On the other hand, tilted cell layout schemes require a doublefolding of flexes which in turn increases the complexity of executing this method. Simulations, see figure 7, are complemented by physical testing of stave prototype samples, discussed in the next section. 
IV. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS OF STAVE THERMAL
PERFORMANCE The physical measurements undertaken to characterise the thermal performance of these prototypes staves involve measuring their Thermal Figure Of Merit (TFM). This parameter is defined as:
Here T hot corresponds to the worst cooled point on the surface being studied and T cold , the corresponding CO 2 cooling temperature under that location along the length of the pipe.
100KΩ NTCs are positioned at the inlet and outlet of the CO 2 cooling pipe which allows for a linear interpolation to be made between the cold temperature at various points along the stave's surface. All NTCs are secured onto the stave surfaces using the very high thermal conductivity glue, Artic Silver ASTA7G. A 350μm thin silicon heater is used to simulate the power dissipation each stave would experience during HL-LHC operation. This is estimated to be a heat flux rate of 0.7W/cm 2 . TFM measurement results are hence always quoted at a heat flux value of 0.7W/cm 2 . These silicon heaters have undergone significant improvements in order to deliver heat uniformly across the entirety of the surface area being studied on each particular stave. The initial two-wire copper-braid approach yielded non-negligible inhomogeneity across such surfaces as shown in figure 8. This effect was considerably reduced by the now optimum combination of four-point copper-braid connections in between every silicon heater cell. In order to secure the copper braids onto the silicon heaters without causing any heat-induced damage to the predominantly carbon-fiber-based prototypes, a very low temperature "Wood-Metal" soldering agent was used. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Studies are ongoing to evaluate the performance of different staves under consideration for the ATLAS pixel upgrade. These studies are still at an early stage. A full comparison of the various layouts is also ongoing and a decision on which one will be implemented for the Phase II ITK pixel Upgrade is expected by 2017.
